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  Introduction 
We all lie, for a variety of reasons. Sometimes, they can be little white 
lies, perhaps to flatter or protect. In more devastating cases, they can 
lead to innocent on death row, or result in evasion of criminal cases. 
This project aims to answer the following:  
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Linguistic Cues 
v  Other person oriented pronouns more correlated with deception (in 

agreement with [1][2]) – disassociate from lie 
v  Negative emotion more correlated with deception (agreement with 

[2]) 
v  Higher frequency of “but” in deceitful language (agreement with 

[1])  
v  “Do” more frequently in truthful language (vs. “Don’t” in deceitful 

language)  

Model Evaluation 
v  High test accuracy suggests overfitting of models 
v  Need more finetuning of hyperparameters  
v  Experiment with feature vector representation 
v  Performance of Bi-LSTM greater than Uni-LSTM, this is expected 

due to greater contextual association in bidirectionality  
Exploring other proxies for deception 

v  Child-child conflict resolution dialogue (blame vs. truthtelling) 
v  Include multiple modalities for deception (audio, behavioral, 

textual) 
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v  What are the linguistic subtleties and differences that may 
reflect deceptive vs. truthful language?  

v  How can deep learning and NLP techniques be applied to 
differentiate these cues? 

“Mafia” as Proxy for Deception 
v  Party game simulating confl ict between 

uninformed majority (“Innocents”) and informed  
minority (“Mafia”) 

v  Two phases: Mafia secretly “murder” an innocent 
during “night”, Innocents vote to eliminate 
suspect during “day” 

v  Game ends when all Mafia eliminated or when # of 
Mafia members > # of Innocents 

Our primary dataset is the Mafiascum Dataset, a corpus of text scraped 
from 700+ games of Mafia on an internet forum (Mafiascum)[1]. After 
sanitizing, we were able to work with 3500 labeled text documents, 
with each document containing text for all of single player’s interactions 
throughout a single game of Mafia.  

Baseline: Bag of Words + Logistic 
Regression (AUROC = 0.82) 

Loss/Accuracy Curves for 
RNN-LSTM, Bidirectional 
R N N - L S T M , a n d C N N 
architecture models  
(AUROC = 0.880, 0.945, 
0.948, respectively) 

Ratio/Frequency of Handpicked Linguistic Signals 
(chosen based on qualitative analysis and deception research) 

Word Cloud of Term Frequencies
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